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WHERE COMFORT MEETS GAMING
AURORA

Glowing Glory

Aurora is an excellent keyboard for 
gamers for three reasons: it has an 
excellent response with high accu-
racy; it comes with handy functions 
that make your life easier or it is 
really comfortable to type on. And if 
this wasnʼt enough, itʼs gorgeous!

Auroraʼs bright full backlight system is excellent both for playing
at night and for creating an immersive gaming atmosphere. Eight
different colors for different situations will illuminate your gaming
experience!

Carbonlike Surface
Aurora Sʼs surface sports a unique carbonlike design that gives
it a distinctive look. Ideal for a gaming build, Auroraʼs
eye-pleasing texture creates a futuristic atmosphere that will fit
in neatly with the latest gaming components.

Comfort
Special effort has been put into designing Aurora to be highly
comfortable during extended gaming or typing sessions. With
Membrane switches that don't punish your fingers while still
providing excellent feedback, Aurora is an ideal companion
for gamers.

Anti-Ghosting
Accurate input is critical to achieving victory in gaming. To guarantee
that your commands are adequately registered, Aurora sports
advanced anti-ghosting technology in its 19 main keys, allowing
you to make reliable use of multi-key commands.

Convenient Shortcuts + Useful
Extra Functions
Life is too short to remember endless key combinations. With
the conveniently placed FN key shortcuts Aurora features, you
will be able to access important functions in-game,preventing
immersion-breaking exits to the desktop to adjust settings.
Apart from this, important functions such as Windows key
lock make your life much easier.

ANTI-GHOSTING TECHNOLOGY WASD & ARROW KEYS EXCHANGE

Specifications

8
COLOR

BACKLIGHT

Anti-ghosting keys : 19 keys

Backlight : 8 Color backlight

Key switches: Membrane

Product name : COUGAR AURORA Gaming Keyboard

Weight : 750gInterface : USB plug

Cable length : 1.6m 

Dimensions :180(L) X 450(W) X 25(H) mm
7.08(L) X 17.71(W) X 0.98(H) in


